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The dark sector

● Most of the stuff resides in the dark sector

       - The simple ΛCDM fits the observed data                

     - Maybe in reality as intricate as the visible sector   
● Could it be coupled?

    - Only CDM-S.M. interactions known to be weak       
    - CDM-DE interaction: lump the problems together  

● Outline of the talk:

   - Motivations: HEP theories, the coincidence              
   - Cosmology: expansion, large-scale structure   



  

The CC problems
● The CC problem: why is Λ so small?

       - Could be solved if DE is dynamical                         

● The coincidence problem: why ΩDE ~ ΩDM ?

    - Could be solved if they interact                                
    - A question remains: why acceleration today?
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Background: effective EoS

● Only the total stress-energy conserved

   

● Effectively, one has:

  
● The extra force exerts a pressure to CDM 

● DE can look like a phantom without violating the WEC 
 



  

Background: effective potential

● Veff=V( )+U( ) Φ ρ (solid = dash+dashdot)



  

The fifth force
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Newtonian limit: the scalar interaction generates an 
extra force between DM particles

Yukawa term

in real space

[Luca Amendola, 2001]



  

The small-scale instability
● In many models, the fifth force is very strong 

● Effective pressure → negative c-squared

    

 
● ISW & LSS rule out 

couplings large enough 

to adress the 

coincidence problem!

[T. Koivisto, 2005]



  

Bias on cosmic parameters 1

● Higher mν allowed if dark sector coupled 
● This combination is statistically favoured

    

[La Vacca, Kristiansen, Colombo, Mainini, Bonometto (2009,2010)]



  

Bias on cosmic parameters 2

 
● If coupled, wider DE EoS range allowed

    

[Clemson, Koyama, Zhao, Maartens, Väliviita (2011)]



  

Conclusions and remarks

● Quintessence couplings to DM
       - Occurs generically in scalar field theories                       
      - Can alleviate the coincidence problem 

● Constrained by the large-scale structure

    - The fifth force enhances the clustering of DM                  
   -  State of art now: nonlinear! Ask David and Hans   

● Variations

    - Vector/3form fields: anisotropic DM distribution                      

     - Disformal couplings: non-Yukawa effects      
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